Kornylak Corporation
Management
In keeping with its innovative and pace setting
line of equipment, Kornylak’s management is
predominately technical. Officers have degrees in
Chemical and Mechanical Engineering, Physics and
M.B.A. All are intimately involved in daily
operations with frequent involvement in details of
design, production and testing.
Facilities
High, wide bays, served by cranes up to 50
ton capacity and two interior rail sidings permit
efficient production and thorough testing of
complete assemblies. The Technical Service group
demonstrate and produce customer products
before shipment of a finished line.
Products
Kornylak offers a broad range of productivity
enhancing equipment in the categories of:
Mechanized Vehicles, Live Storage Systems,
Conveyors, Components for Automation and
Systems, and Insulated Panel Production Lines.
Only a few examples are illustrated below and we
invite you to request detailed literature. If you
contemplate improvements in any of these fields,
be sure to invite Kornylak’s innovative input.
Without obligation, you may learn new and highly
effective approaches to your goals.

RELATED EQUIPMENT catalogues on request
Conveyors

Components

Horizontal, vertical,
overhead, heavy-duty and
light compact conveyors.
Chainless metal belt,
chain, rotating cable,
gravity and powered
wheel. Complete systems
include transfers, loaders,
accumulation and controls.

Add quality and technology
to your system. A full line
of multi-directional wheels,
speed controlling wheels,
retarders, snap-in wheels,
all plastic anti-friction
skate wheels and a variety
of conveyor elements.
Armorbelt II

Transwheel

with central control

powered and free turning

Live Storage

Insulation Panels

Handles standard slatted
pallets, skids, slip sheets
and drums. No need for
slave pallets or runners.
Complete systems with
stackers, conveyors and
mezzanines. Thousands of
proven successful
installations by the
inventors of pallet live
storage.

High speed production
lines to produce metal,
plastic and paper skinned
wall and roofing panels.
Complete facilities for
production line testing
before shipping.

Palletflo

Foamboarder

high bay with stacker

manufacture building
panels

